Board Goals 2019-2020
The following lists the 6 Board Goals from 2019-2020 with examples of progress and/or evidence of completion.

1. To continue to improve communications and expand community engagement with all stakeholders with a focus on broadening our efforts beyond our locality to highlight and celebrate district accomplishments, emphasizing our sustainability/greening initiatives.
   a. Summary/Examples: Conference proposal submissions, newspaper articles, increased BOE meeting attendance, and publication about the Green Ribbon award in a national magazine.

2. To set budget parameters that effectively plan for enrollment growth, maintain the depth, breadth and quality of the educational and co-curricular program while remaining fiscally accountable to the community.
   a. Summary/Examples: Budget development was complete, enrollment was continually monitored, additional intervention position added, housing development updates provided.

3. To continue to upgrade and refine safety and security measures to ensure student and staff safety.
   a. Summary/Examples: Reunification procedures and protocols developed and discussed, updates to the safety plan complete, training to substitutes complete, visitor protocols published and website developed.

4. To ensure integration of Social-Emotional Learning across the curriculum.
   a. Summary/Examples: SEL integration document developed for teacher observation (connected to Danielson Rubric), Connection Circles piloted at RMS, continued teacher and parent academies on SEL.
   b. Made strides in continuing SEL during remote learning including student check ins, remote SEL activities, school counselor wellness checks, mentor program at RMS during remote learning, start of videos for brain breaks, mindfulness, and yoga. Virtual town hall meetings and daily student or teacher-led morning announcements. Virtual weekly affirmations

5. To complete a new strategic plan for the District.
   a. Summary/Examples: Complete - new mission statement has been developed and new strategic goals adopted.

6. To successfully complete negotiations with our bargaining units.
   a. Summary/Examples: Complete - both were ratified before September 2020.